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Triggered Message Sequence Charts
Bikram Sengupta Rance Cleaveland

Abstract— This paper introduces Triggered Message Sequence
Charts (TMSCs), a graphical, mathematically well-founded
framework for capturing scenario-based system requirements
of distributed systems. Like Message Sequence Charts (MSCs),
TMSCs are graphical depictions of scenarios, or exchanges of
messages between processes in a distributed system. Unlike
MSCs, however, TMSCs are equipped with a notion oftrigger that
permits requirements to be madeconditional; a notion of partiality
indicating that a scenario may be subsequently extended; and
a notion of refinement for assessing whether or not a more
detailed specification correctly elaborates on a less detailed one.
The TMSC notation also includes a collection of composition
operators allowing structure to be introduced into scenario
specifications, so that interactions among different scenarios
may be studied. In the first part of this paper, TMSCs are
introduced, and their use in support of requirements modeling is
illustrated via two extended examples. The second part develops
the mathematical underpinnings of the language.

Index Terms— Message Sequence Charts, scenarios, require-
ments modeling, formal semantics, refinement.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [3], [40] are a visual
formalism for scenario-based specifications of distributed soft-
ware systems. A single MSC depicts an exchange of mes-
sages that the processes in a system should engage in when
the system is implemented; such an interaction, or scenario,
represents a required facet of eventual system behavior. Asa
notation for recording scenarios precisely and clearly, MSCs
have great appeal, as they permit the temporal relationships
among message exchanges to be conveyed graphically. They
are thus easier to review and to share with non-implementor
system stakeholders than more textual requirements notations.
At the same time, by describing scenarios in terms of the
individual activities that system entities perform, MSCs convey
high-level design guidelines to engineers responsible forthe
eventual implementation of system components. Other well-
known graphical representations of behavioral aspects of sys-
tems include SDL [31], Petri Nets [39], Statecharts [23] etc.
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Fig. 1. An example MSC.

As an example, consider the MSC in Fig. 1. This MSC
describes one scenario of message exchanges for a system
consisting of three processes (also calledinstancesin MSC
terminology): a writerW , a serverS, and a readerR. Each
vertical axis represents the life-line of the corresponding
instance, while the arrows connecting these lines represent the
messages exchanged. In the depicted scenario,W updates the
value of a variablex by sending the messagew(x) to S and
R sends a request of formr(x) to readx. S can receive the
messages in either order, as represented by the dashed box at
the beginning ofS, which is called aco-region, and responds
to r(x) with a message of formval(x) containing the new
value of x. In the mean timeW fails for some reason (the
box representing alocal action), and sends anabtd message
to S indicating that it is aborting.S subsequently rolls back
x to its previous value (by performing the local actionrb),
and sends a message toR asking it to abort, sinceR has
been using adirty value of x. This scenario, which can be
delicate to explain clearly in words, becomes much easier to
comprehend when depicted as an MSC.

The clarity of MSCs has made them a popular vehicle for
conveying requirements of distributed systems, and this popu-
larity has led to the development of standards for representing
them [3] and to their inclusion in system modeling notations
such as the Unified Modeling Language [7]. Research has
also focused on equipping MSCs with a formal semantics, so
that they may be reasoned about in a mathematically precise
fashion [26], [32], [36], [40].

The evident utility of MSCs has also spurred the study
of different extensions to the notation to further enhance
its usefulness. One may specifically identify two respects
in which the notation could be improved as a requirements
notation.

1) Conditionality. MSCs excel in describing patterns of
message exchanges. They are not well-suited, however,
to describing conditional scenarios in which one ex-
change of messages entails the immediate occurrence
of another. For example, a typical requirement for a
telecommunications system might specify that if a caller
activates a telephone connected to the system, then a dial
tone will be emitted. MSCs are not equipped to convey
such “triggering” behavior; one can only convey that the
given sequence of exchanges between caller and handset
is one possible behavior of the system. Consequently,
MSC specifications must include ancillary commentary
relaying such causation information.

2) Evolution.During the elicitation process a requirements
specification for a system may undergo several iter-
ations. On the one hand, basic system functionality
may be enriched; on the other hand, more abstract,
user-level requirements may be translated into more
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detailed, developer-level ones. Even after a specification
is deemed complete, it often still continues to evolve in
response to feedback from system stakeholders. In such
cases one should ensure that subsequent requirements
specifications are consistent with, orrefine, previous
ones. Such a capability is absent from traditional MSC
specifications; as reflected in the technical development
of [5], [36], [40], MSC system specifications are viewed
as complete elaborations of system behavior that allow
no deviation.

Moreover, unstructured collections of MSCs quickly be-
come incomprehensible, leading to the possibility for contra-
dictory specifications on the one hand (because contradicting
scenarios have been specified) and incomplete specifications
on the other (because the overhead of ensuring that a new
MSC does not contradict any pre-existing one can dissuade
engineers from making such modifications). It would be useful
to have structuring mechanisms for MSC specifications so that
related scenarios may be grouped together. We thus need to
build on the set of operators offered by the MSC standard and
provide practitioners with a rich set of constructs for managing
complex specifications.

The goal of the present work is to develop a visual, scenario-
based requirements formalism that retains the benefits of
MSCs while also supporting conditional requirements, well-
defined mechanisms for structuring requirements specifica-
tions, and a rigorous framework for reasoning about evolu-
tionary development. At the heart of the resulting formalism,
which we call Triggered Message Sequence Charts(TMSCs),
lie conditional scenarios: TMSCs include a facility for repre-
senting requirements that dictate system behavior only when
certain “triggering behaviors” occur. They also allow users to
definepartial scenariosthat leave aspects of system behavior
unspecified.

To structure TMSC-based specifications, we introduce com-
position operators, such as choice, sequential composition, and
parallel composition, for combining sub-specifications. Several
of the operators have also been studied by MSC researchers
(e.g. [40]), and we show how these may be adapted to our
framework. We also define a novelconjunctionoperator that,
while of little interest in a pure MSC setting, has important
uses in TMSC specifications.

We then define a refinement notion that may be used for
determining when one TMSC specification is a consistent
elaboration of another. The refinement relation we use comes
from the process-algebra community, which has long studied
notions of refinement and compositionality for distributed
systems. The particular relation in our case is called themust
preorder[22], [27] and defines one process as refining another
if the former is “more deterministic than” the latter. The
intuition underlying the must preorder is that nondeterminism
represents “open development choices”; as choices are re-
solved, requirements specifications become more definite and
thus more refined. The must preorder, and its close relative
the failures preorder [29], have been extensively studied and
shown to possess a number of desirable characteristics, such
as safety and liveness property preservation (i.e. refinement
is property-preserving), compositionality (i.e. refinement can

safely be done “in context”), and sensitivity to deadlocking
behavior. Also, while the refinement relation is not decidable
for the full TMSC theory (for essentially the same reasons that
model checking of High-Level MSCs is not [5]), reasonable
restrictions may be imposed on the TMSC notation that
guarantee that the relation is computable. We discuss these
issues in more detail in Section V. Other useful notions of
MSC refinement (e.g. message refinement, structural refine-
ment [32], [35]) that have been proposed in the literature, may
also be suitably adapted to our framework.

We also show how our theory may be naturally used in
support of two different requirements modeling paradigms.
In the first, conjunction and conditional TMSCs are used to
support the “gluing together” of existing TMSC component
specifications into coherent system specifications. More specif-
ically, component sub-specifications, when composed together,
may exhibit undesirable interactions that an implementation
should eventually remove. We show how additional TMSCs
that remove undesired execution may be conjoined with the
composition of sub-specifications to yield a specification hav-
ing only desired behavior. In this case, the ancillary TMSCs
may be viewed as “filters” that remove bad computations. The
second requirements modeling approach illustrates how partial
specifications and refinement may be used to define a prin-
cipled, feature-by-feature design of a system while avoiding
problems with feature interaction. In this case, features are
initially modeled very coarsely as “stubs” (single messages
activating the given feature, with the remaining computation
left completely unspecified). These stubs are then “filled in”
with the required high-level behavior; our refinement operator
can be used to check that this filling in process yields a
refined system that does not introduce any unwanted feature
interactions.

Finally, we give an extensive account of the mathematics
underpinning our TMSC theory. This treatment serves two
purposes. On the one hand, it unambiguously defines the
meaning of our notation. On the other, it also provides a
platform-independent reference point for future tools that
support the design and analysis of TMSC-based requirements
documents.

The rest of the paper is divided into two parts. Sections II–
IV present the syntax and intuitive meaning of TMSCs and
TMSC refinement and describes via two extended examples
how the notation may be used in requirements modeling.
Section V then gives the precise mathematical foundations of
the language. The results in the current paper improve and
extend those in [9], [10].

II. D EFINING TRIGGEREDMESSAGESEQUENCECHARTS

Like MSCs, TMSCs describe system scenarios in terms of
the sequence of atomic actions (message sends and receives,
and local actions) that each parallel process, orinstancemay
engage in. TMSCs, however, enrich the graphical notation of
MSCs by introducing capabilities for expressingconditional
andpartial behavior. Graphical constructs are also introduced
for organizing collections of TMSCs into hierarchical system
specifications. This section introduces TMSCs and the opera-
tors used to structure TMSC system specifications.
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A. Visual Syntax of TMSCs

Fig. 2 gives an example of a TMSC. TMSCs enhance the
syntax of MSCs with adashed horizontal linethat cuts through
the instances and anoptional bar at the foot of an instance
(the bar is always present in an MSC). These simple syntactic
extensions are explained below.

I1 I2 I3

a

b

c

d
la

Fig. 2. An example TMSC.

a) Conditional Scenarios:TMSCs partition the sequence
of atomic actions for each instance in a scenario into two
subsequences: atrigger and anaction. This partition is effected
by a dashed horizontal line running through the instances ofa
TMSC as shown in Fig. 2. A TMSC scenario stipulates that in
any system execution, if an instance performs the sequence of
events constituting itstrigger, then the subsequent behavior
of the instance must include the sequence of events which
constitute itsaction; otherwise there are no constraints on the
behavior of the instance. The requirement that the action be
performed is thusconditionalon the occurrence of the trigger,
and represents aconstraint that the instance needs to satisfy
in the scenario depicted by the TMSC.

b) Partial Scenarios:TMSCs have the ability to express
whether a scenario is complete, or whether it ispartial and
thusextensible. This is achieved by the presence/absence of a
small bar at the foot of each instance in a TMSC. The presence
of a bar (as in instanceI1 in Fig. 2) indicates that the instance
cannot proceed beyond this point in this scenario, while the
absence (as in instanceI2) means that the behavior of this
instance beyond the TMSC is left unspecified, i.e. there are
no constraints on its subsequent behavior.

Fig. 2 may now be read as follows:

If I1 sendsa to I2, then it should receiveb from I2

and terminate; ifI2 receivesa from I1 and c from
I3, then it should sendb to I1 andd to I3, and its
subsequent behavior is left unspecified; ifI3 sendsc
to I2 and receivesd from I2, then it should perform
the local-actionla and terminate.

Note how the trigger/action requirements are localized to each
instance.

In designing the visual syntax of TMSCs, we were con-
fronted with representing conditionality on the one hand
(triggers “imply” actions), and the passage of time on the
other (the events within the instances of a TMSC occur
in “top-to-bottom” order). These notions are orthogonal; in
particular an event (say, a send) occurring in the action of one
instance (below the dashed line) may lead to an event (the

corresponding receive) occurring in the trigger of anotherin-
stance (above the dashed line). This leads to “upward” arrows
such as the one labeledd in Fig. 2. The presence of these
upward arrows should not be misconstrued as representing
“time flowing backward”: they are merely used to record
action-trigger dependencies between different instances, with
one instance being seen as “triggering” another. The events
in individual instances still occur in the usual top-to-bottom
order as represented in the syntax.

It should be noted that traditional MSCs may be represented
as TMSCs whose trigger is empty (i.e. the dashed trigger line
is at the very top of the diagram) and whose instance lines all
contain a termination bar at the foot. Thus TMSCs represent
an extension of traditional MSCs. It also implies that MSCs
and TMSCs may be freely intermixed within TMSC system
specifications.

B. TMSC Expressions

Single TMSCs by themselves do not specify entire systems,
but rather single aspects of intended system behavior. System
specifications comprise collections of TMSCs, one for each
scenario the system is expected to engage in. Two questions
then naturally arise.

1) What is the intended meaning of a “collection” of
TMSCs?

2) How can collections of TMSCs be structured?
The first question is important because an answer to it will
determine when an implementation indeed satisfies a TMSC-
based requirements specification. The second question is im-
portant for practical reasons: large systems will generally have
many requirements, and structuring them so that they can be
understood and reasoned about effectively is essential.

In this section we address these questions by defining a
set of operators for building system specifications out of
collections of TMSCs. The operators are driven by three
considerations for organizing system definitions.

• Structural. A system might consist of interacting (par-
allel) components, each with its individual requirements
specification.

• Temporal. A system might consist of several phases (e.g.
initialization, operation, termination), occurring in a given
order and specified independently.

• Alternative. Multiple specifications might be provided
for a given behavior description, with the understanding
that some or all of the requirements must be met.

Table 1 lists the TMSC operators, and Fig. 3 defines the
graphical form of a TMSC system specification. (For termino-
logical convenience we often use the term “TMSC expression”
to refer to TMSC system specifications.) In general, a TMSC
expression is a graph consisting of an operator enclosed in
a circle that is connected to other TMSC expressions, each
enclosed in a rectangular box and which should be thought
of as “subexpressions”. In most cases the edges in the graph
are undirected and unordered. The sequential composition
operator requires directed edges, with exactly one incoming
and one outgoing, and the recursion operator has only one
edge incident upon it.
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TABLE I

TMSC OPERATORS.

Symbol Meaning

; Sequential composition

X Recursion

‖ Parallel composition

∓ Delayed choice

⊕ Internal choice

∧ Conjunction

S2;

S1 Sn

op

. . .

X S

1. Single TMSC
2. Sequence

3. Collection (op is ‖, ∓, ⊕, ∧)

4. Recursion (X a variable)

5. Variable

S1

Fig. 3. The form of TMSC system specifications.S, S1, . . . , Sn are TMSC
system specifications

TMSC expressions have the following intended meaning.
(In what follows, the type / diagram numbers refer to the
numbers in Fig. 3.) Type 1 expressions are just single TMSCs,
as defined earlier in this section. Diagrams of Type 2 represent
“instance-wise” sequential composition; in such a diagramas
depicted in Fig. 3 an instance inS1 is intended to execute to
completion before being resumed inS2, although an instance
that terminates inS1 may “continue” inS2 even though other
instances inS1 have not finished. This operator may also be
found in [3], [5], [40], and it is sometimes calledasynchronous
concatenation. Type 3 diagrams involve an application of one
of the four given operators to the sub-diagramsS1, . . . Sn.
Operator‖ denotes parallel composition. The operators∓ and
⊕ represent different forms of choice, with the former referred
to as “delayed choice” and the latter as “internal choice”. In
each case, the over-all specification indicates that a choice can
be made among the sub-specifications; the operator indicates
whether the choice can be made immediately, before execution
begins (as in⊕), or whether it should be delayed until a
difference in execution forces one to be made (as in∓).
More precisely,∓ may be seen as forcing synchronization on
shared actions of sub-specifications, with one sub-specification
being selected and the others discarded when the former
engages in an action that the others cannot. Delayed choice

is sometimes called deterministic, or angelic, choice and may
be found in [3], [40] in the context of MSCs, as well as
in the setting of refinement-oriented process-algebraic system
specifications [27], [29]. Internal choice is also sometimes
referred to as demonic choice and has been studied extensively
in the context of process algebra [27], [29], where it has been
shown to have many of the properties of “logical or.” Operator
∧ denotes conjunction, or “logical and”; a specification built
with this operator indicates that each sub-specification must
be satisfied independently by an eventual implementation.

Type 4 and Type 5 diagrams are related. In many cases
one wishes to specify ongoing (i.e. nonterminating) behavior;
an example might be the requirements for a transaction-
processing system dictating that the system repeatedly process
transactions without halting. Recursion diagrams allow this
possibility. Specifically, Type 4 diagrams introduce a variable,
X , that can then be used inside its sub-specificationS.
Wherever such a variable (Type 5 specification) appears, this
is an indication that the body of the associated Type 4 diagram
should be inserted at this point. Iterative behavior may also be
found in [40]. Fig. 4 contains a sample TMSC expression.

∓M1 M2

;

⊕

M3

M4

M5

‖ M6

Fig. 4. A sample TMSC expression, whereM1–M6 are TMSCs.

TMSC expressions have similarities with the graphical
notation of High-Level Message Sequence Charts (HMSCs)
[3]; in both cases, arrows are used to specify the flow of
control through the specification. The main difference liesin
how the composition operators are represented. In HMSCs,
the operators are implicit: two specifications are composed
sequentially if they are connected by an arrow; they are in
parallel if they are placed next to each other in an enclosing
frame; they represent an alternative choice if there is more
than one outgoing arrow from a preceding node. In TMSCs,
however, the operators are explicitly mentioned in the connec-
tion nodes (Types 2 and 3 in Fig. 2 above). This generalized
syntax may be used to represent and distinguish between all
the composition operators, including the two kinds of choice
operators (∓ and ⊕) in TMSCs, without having to define
implicit representations for each. Again, our representation of
iterative behavior (Type 4 of Fig.2) is different from that in
HMSCs, where loops are used to specify any behavior that is
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Fig. 5. Sample TMSCs.

repetitive.
Textually Representing TMSC Expressions:Graphical

diagrams have great appeal, but referring to them in larger
documents can be problematic. To ease reference to diagrams
“in-line” we also introduce a textual representation of dia-
grams using the following BNF-like grammar.

S ::= M (single TMSC)
| S; S (sequential composition)
| S ‖ S (parallel composition)
| S ∓ S (delayed choice)
| S ⊕ S (internal choice)
| S ∧ S (conjunction)
| rec X.S (recursive operator)
| X (variable)

Specifically, we writeS1; S2 for diagrams of Type 2 in Fig. 3
, S1 op · · · op Sn for diagrams of Type 3, andrec X.S for
diagrams of Type 4. We also use parentheses when necessary
to disambiguate expressions.

C. Examples

In the remainder of this section we present several simple
examples illustrating the different TMSC operators defined
above. The examples refer to the sample TMSCs contained
in Fig. 5. Note thatM1 and M3 differ only in the names of
their instances. Also, all scenarios exceptM6 andM7 are in
fact usual MSCs, since they have empty triggers and terminate.
(This is primarily because illustrating the intuitive behavior of
most of the constructs is simpler with MSCs.)

Sequential composition:Consider the TMSC expressions
M1; M2 and M1; M3. The behavior of the former may be
seen as equivalent to the TMSCM4, while the latter mirrors
that of M5. This is due to the fact that the sequential
composition operator does not require all instances in the first

subexpression to terminate before allowing instances in the
second subexpression to commence execution. Note that ifM1

were modified toM ′
1 by omitting the bar at the foot ofI1,

then M ′
1; M2 would no longer be semantically equivalent to

M4. The reason is that after finishing the “receiveb” event in
M ′

1, instanceI1 would then be allowed to nondeterministically
perform any number of arbitrary events before resuming
execution inM2.

Finally consider the TMSC expressionM1; M6. In this case,
after completingM1 instanceI1 has a choice. If it emitsa,
then it must await receipt ofb and then terminate, since in
M6 the trigger forI1 involves the sending ofa. On the other
hand, sinceM6 is a conditional scenario (“if ana is sent, then
await receipt ofb”) I1 might perform an action other thana
after finishingM1, or even terminate; in this case,M6 does
not constrainI1 any further, andI1 can behave completely
nondeterministically.

Parallel: Consider TMSC expressionM1 ‖ M3. The ‖
operator specifies parallel execution; in this case the specifi-
cation would have behavior equivalent toM5.

What aboutM1 ‖ M2? Since the instances are shared, the
parallel operator in effect requires that each instance make
interleaved internal choices among the possibilities offered by
M1 andM2. Thus, whenI2 receivesa, it can internally choose
to send either ab or a c to I1 in the next step. This is thus
another source of non-determinism in the TMSC language,
which may be removed during refinement (e.g. by fixing the
order of messagesb andc).

Choice: Consider the TMSC expressionsM1 ∓ M2 and
M1 ⊕ M2. Note that bothM1 andM2 start with the delivery
and receipt of a messagea; they differ on the behavior
afterward. The first TMSC expression requires thatI1, I2

engage in the send / receipt ofa and, afterward, to enable
both possibilities present inM1 and M2; this is because the
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∓ operator requires choices to be delayed as long as possible.
M1 ⊕M2, on the other, does not impose this constraint; thus,
an implementation that mimics the behavior only ofM1, for
example, would be deemed correct. Note that a traditional
MSC specification of a system given as a set{M1, . . . , Mn}
of MSCs corresponds to the TMSC expressionM1∓· · ·∓Mn.

Conjunction: Consider TMSC expressionM1 ∧ M2. A
successful implementation of this expression should satisfy
bothM1 andM2. In fact, no such implementation can execute
both a followed only by b anda followed only by c, so this
specification is impossible to meet. Indeed, one may show that
for any pair of distinct MSCs (as opposed to TMSCs), this is
the case.

Now consider TMSC expressionM6∧M7. M6 indicates that
if I1 sends ana to I2, thenI2 must respond with ab, with both
instances then terminating.M7 says thatI1 should send an
a to I2, and that afterward anything can happen. Conjoining
these requirements yields a system in whichI1 sends ana
to I2 (because ofM7), and in response,I2 sendsb to I1,
and both instances terminate (because the initial send satisfies
the trigger ofM6). In other words, this TMSC expression is
behaviorally equivalent toM1.

Recursion: Consider expressionrec X.(M1; X), which
is represented graphically as:

X

M1

X ;

This expression describes a systemM1; M1; M1; · · · consist-
ing of an unending sequence of occurrences ofM1.

III. R EFINING TMSCS

The TMSC theory includes a notion ofrefinement for
determining whether one TMSC specification is consistent
with another. This section introduces this refinement relation,
which is based on themust preordergiven in [22], [27]. A
full mathematical treatment may be found in Section V.

A. Refinement and Single TMSCs

Intuitively, a TMSC specification should refine another if
it allows “fewer” implementations: any implementation of a
more refined TMSC specification should also be allowed by a
less refined one. We elaborate on this idea for single TMSCs
in this subsection; TMSC expressions are considered in the
next.

One may identify at least two respects in which TMSCs
admit multiple implementations. On the one hand, the condi-
tionality of a TMSC allows different implementations, since a
system that fails to satisfy the trigger of a TMSC vacuously
satisfies the TMSC. On the other hand, TMSCs may also be
partial: a designer should then be free to “fill in” the partial
aspects of a TMSC in whatever manner he or she wishes.

⊑must

b

a

I1 I2

M1

b

a

c

b

a

I1 I2

M2

I2I1

I1 I2

M3

M4

l

⊑must

⊑must

Fig. 6. Refining a TMSC.

To illustrate these points, consider Fig. 6. The requirement
thatM1 expresses is: ifI1 sendsa to I2, then it should wait to
receiveb from I2, and onceI1 receivesb, it should terminate;
also, if I2 receivesa from I1, then it should sendb to I1,
and there are no constraints on its subsequent behavior. One
way to satisfy this requirement would be to make the trigger
mandatory, i.e. we place the trigger line at the very top (as
in TMSC M2), so that I1 and I2 satisfy M1 by actually
exchanging the messagesa and b as shown.M2 indeed is a
valid refinement ofM1; this is reflected in the diagram via the
use of the⊑must symbol. Similarly,M3 also refinesM1: since
I2 is allowed any behavior once it sendsb, I2 may perform a
local-actionl and terminate. Finally,M4, whereI1 sendsc to
I2, also vacuously refinesM1 by ensuring that the trigger of
I1 or I2 is not satisfied.

There are other refinements forM1; in general, unlike a
MSC, a TMSC may be satisfied in many ways. But then,
what do these refinements have in common? To answer this
question we return to the basic intuition behind conditional
and partial scenarios. As long as an instance has not satisfied
its trigger in a conditional scenario, and after it has performed
its trigger, followed by the action in a partial scenario, there
are no constraints on its behavior. Semantically, we interpret
such a behavior as being completelynon-deterministic, and
each ofM2, M3 andM4 is a refinement ofM1, as each is at
least as deterministic asM1.

To sum up, conditional and partial behavior give rise to
non-determinism by allowing multiple implementations, and
we refine a TMSC byreducingthe non-determinism inherent
in it.
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B. Refining TMSC Expressions

TMSC expressions, like single TMSCs, may be non-
deterministic, and hence refinable in more than one way. The
non-determinism in an expression may arise from a constituent
TMSC (conditional/partial) scenario, as well as from the use
of operators like⊕ (non-deterministic choice) and‖ (non-
deterministic interleaving). Since scenario-based notations like
TMSCs are heavily used for early stage specifications, such
non-determinism may be useful in representing acoarseinitial
model, which is successively refined as design progresses.

Given two TMSC expressionsS1 and S2, we say thatS2

refinesS1 (written S1 ⊑must S2), if S2 is more deterministic
than S1. As in the case of single TMSCs, the definition of
⊑must will be made precise in Section V; intuitively, however,
for any two TMSC expressionsS1, S2: S1 ⊕ S2 ⊑must S1,
S1⊕S2 ⊑must S2, S1⊕S2 ⊑must S1∓S2, S1 ‖ S2 ⊑must S1; S2

etc. One of the useful features of⊑must is that it is composi-
tional: if S1 ⊑must S2, thenS1 opS3 ⊑must S2 opS3, whereop
maybe any TMSC operator. This allows us to refine a TMSC
expression by independently refining its subexpressions.

C. Relating TMSC Expressions and Implementations

TMSC expressions are intended to capture system require-
ments. As engineers move to design and implementation
phases, the notations used will change to more state-oriented
ones (state machines, etc.). A virtue of our refinement ordering
is that can be used to relate such “downstream” system
artifacts to TMSC expressions or even relate heterogeneous
specifications involving multiple notations, as has been shown
elsewhere [14]. This point is not elaborated on further in this
paper, but it relies on the fact that the original definition
of the must preorder [22] relies on a very generic semantic
model of system behavior, namelyacceptance trees. As a
consequence, any notation that can be given a semantics in
terms of acceptance trees can use the must preorder as a
refinement relation.

IV. REQUIREMENTSMODELING USING TMSCS

Having introduced TMSCs, TMSC expressions, and our
refinement relation, we now illustrate how these concepts can
efficiently capture requirements specifications for distributed
systems. In particular, we show how the TMSC framework
naturally supports two different methodologies in requirements
modeling. The first approach, based on conditional scenarios,
interweavesconstraint-basedandprescriptivesystem require-
ments within a single specification; it is useful when global
system requirements must be preserved during the composition
of sub-systems. The second approach supportsextensible spec-
ifications, in which partial descriptions of requirements may be
elaborated on in a succession of steps; it is thus suitable for the
incremental development of complex system behavior. Both
methodologies are based on the refinement notion of TMSC
expressions. In both cases we define the basic methodology
and illustrate its application on concrete case studies.

All claimed refinements presented in this section have been
checked using the TRIM tool [12], [8], which provides auto-
mated support for analyzing system requirements expressed

in the TMSC notation. TRIM is implemented on top of
the Concurrency Workbench of the New Century (CWB-NC)
[16], [17], an easy-to-retarget verification tool for finite-state
systems.

A. Constraint-Based Requirements Elicitation

This methodology is intended for systems that have pre-
existing components whose requirements have been developed
in isolation. The functionality of the overall system may
then be described by appropriate composition of thesesub-
specifications. However, the specification thus obtained may
not accurately capture desired over-all system behavior, which
may need to preserve additionalglobal constraints. In the
early phases of the development of such a system, one would
not wish to impose specific component-level mechanisms for
satisfying these global constraints, but would instead prefer a
means merely of recording the global constraints on system
behavior.

The TMSC language offers a natural framework for sup-
porting the above methodology. Modeling such systems using
TMSCs is a three-step process. We first identify the sub-
systems and give a specification of each. Next, we “glue”
these specifications together to obtain acoarsespecification
of overall system behavior, which we call the initial, orbase,
specification. The sub-system specifications are composed
using TMSC operators (e.g.‖, ; ⊕, ∓) in a way that reflects
the functionality of the whole system. Note that although the
scenarios that describe the individual sub-system behavior may
be deterministic and look like normal MSCs, a sub-system
specification may be non-deterministic (e.g. may involve a
non-deterministic choice): how the sub-system behaves during
a system run may depend on thecontexti.e. its interaction with
the rest of the system. Finally, since the base specificationmay
be overly permissive, we inspect this specification to determine
if there are undesirable execution traces that may be generated.
If so, we “weed-out” these incorrect execution sequences using
conditional scenario constraints, and refine the initial coarse
specification by adding these constraints using the∧ operator.

The methodology outlined above has several appealing
features. Firstly, by identifying the architectural components,
practitioners can focus on specifying the behavior of smaller
sub-systems to start with, and can also re-use existing legacy
specifications. Secondly, the conditional scenarios conjoined to
the base specification explicitly record global behavior that the
eventual system should exhibit without prescribing a specific
mechanism (in the form of modifications to sub-specifications)
for doing so.

Case Study

In this section we illustrate the utility of constraint-based
requirements capture for a version of the Automated Resusci-
tation and Stabilization System (ARSS) given in [10]. ARSS is
intended to be part of the integrated Life Support for Trauma
and Transport (LSTAT) patient stretcher system [2] and is
responsible for automatically tracking a trauma victim’s blood
pressure and transfusing fluids as necessary to stabilize the
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Fig. 7. Basic interaction between R, B, P and D

patient’s condition. ARSS consists of a blood pressure mea-
suring device (B), an infusion pump (P ), a display and alarm
unit (D) and a componentR that controls the resuscitation
process.R operates in cycles, communicating with the other
units during a cycle: withB to poll the current pressure, with
P to maintain a suitable flow rate of fluids through the patient’s
body, and withD to display appropriate messages or sound
an alarm, if necessary.

To develop a requirements specification for ARSS, we first
model the basic interactions betweenR and the other units
during a single cycle of operation (Fig. 7).

a) R and B: The possible interactions betweenR and
B are depicted in MSC-like TMSCsM1 and M2. R sends
a querymessage toB andB responds by either sending the
current blood-pressurepval to R (as in M1), or sending an
error messageperr to R (as in M2) in case there was an
error in reading the pressure (e.g. if the pressure source islost
for some reason). IfR receives the correct value, it uses the
current pressure to determine the rate at which fluids should
be supplied to the patient; this is indicated by the local-action
comp. The possible interactions betweenR and B are then
given by the TMSC expressionRB = M1 ∓ M2. We use∓
because the choice betweenM1 and M2 is delayeduntil B

sends eitherpval or perr.
b) R and P: R may send two types of messages toP :

1) under normal operation, it sends the rate (frate) at which
P should supply fluids to the patient (M3)

2) if R is unable to compute the correct rate, it asksP to
set the rate to a pre-determined default value,dflt (M4).

In each case,P responds by performing appropriate local
actions to adjust the flow. We specify this behavior byRP

= M3 ⊕M4; here⊕ is used because whetherR can correctly
compute the flow-rate or not depends on factors (in this case,
R’s interaction withB) which are outside the purview of the
interaction betweenR andP .

c) R and D: R may interact withD in the following
ways. Under normal operating conditions,R sends the current
pressure valuepval and flow-ratefrate for display toD. This
scenario is depicted inM5. If the immediate attention of the
care-giver is required,R instructsD to sound an alarm (M6).
The interaction betweenR andD is thus expressed byRD =
M5 ⊕ M6. As before,⊕ is used as the choice will be made

internally byR, depending on its interaction with the rest of
the system. Note thatM5 usesco-regionsin specifying the
delivery and receipt of the messages betweenR andD. These
are the dashed boxes on theR andD axes; as explained in the
Introduction, a co-region specifies that all the actions incident
upon it must occur, but their order is unspecified. In this case,
both thepval andfrate messages must be sent byR to D, but
they may be sent in either order.

d) Base Specification:We now assemble the TMSCs
described above to obtain an initial specification of the whole
system.R begins by queryingB about the current blood-
pressure of the patient. It then sends messages toP andD to
control the flow-rate of the pump and to display appropriate
messages or warn the care-giver. An initial specification of
ARSS for a single cycle of operation is thus given by

IS = (M1 ∓ M2); ((M3 ⊕ M4) ‖ (M5 ⊕ M6)).

At the end of a cycle, the system has to begin a new cycle to
maintain an appropriate flow of fluid to the patient. We specify
this iterative behavior by applying recursion to the single-cycle
specificationIS to obtain the base specificationBS:

BS = rec X.(IS; X)

e) Constraints: The base specification described above
gives a high-level view of how the different sub-systems
interact. However, by leaving out low-level details (e.g. what
causesR to chooseM3 over M4, or vice versa, in any cycle
of operation), the specification becomes too permissive; for
example, it allowsR to sound the alarm even whenB has
correctly read the pressure. This is becauseIS was obtained
by gluing together several local views and does not properly
account for global system requirements.

This is where TMSC based conditional scenarios are useful:
we can eliminate the undesirable execution sequences by
appropriately constraining system behavior under different
triggering conditions. There are two such conditions in ARSS,
during any cycle of operation.

1) B reads the pressure value correctly, which corresponds
to the trigger in the conditional scenarioC1.

2) There is an error in reading the pressure which is
captured byC2.

In the first case, the corresponding action ensures that the
correct flow-rate is computed and displayed. Similarly, the
action in C2 ensures that ifB has lost the pressure source,
then theD unit sounds the alarm to warn the care-giver, while
P maintains a safe fluid-infusion rate till help arrives. We then
elaborate our initial specification by adding in these constraints
to get a detailed specificationRSfor a single cycle.

RS = IS ∧ C1 ∧ C2

In addition, it may be shown thatIS ⊑must RS, i.e. thatRS

refinesIS and is thus consistent with the original very high-
level “architectural” specification of the system.

Final Specification.The finalARSSspecification (FS) may
now be obtained by considering iteration over the refined
single-cycle behaviorRS:

FS = rec X.(RS; X)
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The TMSC semantics being compositional,IS ⊑must RS

implies that BS ⊑must FS. Note that since inter-instance
communication and TMSC sequential composition are both
“asynchronous” and the system behavior is cyclic, we would
need to bound the size of the message buffers to compute the
above relation in practice.

B. Elaboration-Based Requirements Specification

Elaboration-based requirements specification involves the
iterative development of required system behavior in a feature-
by-feature manner; while one feature is fully defined, others
are left unspecified until later in the process. For example,
normative system behavior might be defined, with exception-
handling left unspecified until afterwards. The main motivation
behind this approach is to facilitate a separation of design
concerns, and thereby permit the development of complex
systems to be broken down into manageable pieces. It also
supports the addition of subsequent new features to existing
systems. For these reasons, elaboration-based requirements
development is quite routinely employed, albeit without any
formal support, leaving open possibilities for unanticipated
“feature interactions” to be introduced in different refinements.
In this section, we show how TMSCs can be used to “for-
tify” the elaboration-based specification process by providing
precise support for determining when a subsequent iteration
preserves the behavior introduced in a previous iteration.

TMSC support for partial scenarios, together with the
TMSC refinement relation, are the key ingredients in a formal
elaboration-based process. In particular, partial TMSC sce-
narios describe an incomplete interaction sequence between
instances: the behavior of the system beyond that depicted
in the scenario is left unspecified. The refinement relation
may then be used to compare a TMSC specification with an
elaboration of it in which some partiality has been eliminated.
Furthermore, because TMSC refinement iscompositional,
we may take an initial specification, replace a partial sub-
specification within it by its more elaborate refinement, and
thereby obtain a refinement of the overall specification, i.e. we
may refine a specification by refining parts of it in isolation.
We may repeat this process for any aspect of system behavior
that has been partially described, till we reach the final,
complete specification.

Such a step-wise development supports a natural separation
of concerns during the derivation of a specification, while the

refinement relation ensures that desired behavior introduced in
earlier refinements is preserved in later stages. Moreover,by
constructing a chain of refinements, each refinement elaborat-
ing on a particular aspect of system behavior, designers have a
record of what changes were made when, thereby facilitating
subsequent changes and maintenance.

Case Study

We illustrate the application of TMSCs in elaboration-based
requirements capture using the example of the Center Tracon
Automation System (CTAS) [1][11]. Another case study
involving the specification of a steam boiler may be found
in [10].

CTAS is a set of tools designed to help air-traffic controllers
manage complex air-traffic flows at large airports. The central
process in the CTAS is the Communications Manager (CM).
Various other processes act as clients and communicate with
the CM through sockets. The communication begins with
the client establishing a socket connection to the CM, and
one aspect of the subsequent interaction is the notification
of weather forecast updates to the client. For each update,
a Weather Cycle is invoked; it begins with a pre-initialization
phase, and proceeds through initialization, post-initialization,
updating and post-updating phases.

In what follows, the interaction between CM and a generic
weather-aware clientCL will be specified incrementally via
TMSCs, each step adding more detail to the previous one
through an elaboration and refinement scheme. The TMSCs
we use are shown in Fig. 9.

First Stage. CL initiates the communication by sending a
CONNECTION (con) message to CM (M1). On reception,
CM sets the Weather Cycle status and CL’s weather status to
“pre-initializing”, (for simplicity, we model this by a common
local-actionpre-init). It thendisablesa manual weather control
button so that no manual changes are made. Next, it sets the
Weather Cycle status and the CL’s weather status to “ini-
tializing” (local-action init), and sends a CTAS-GET-NEW-
WTHR (getnw) message to CL (M1). This message contains
CL’s initial weather state. On reception, CL will send back a
message indicating what the GET-STATUS is: we useget-fail
for failure andget-succfor success. In case of failure, CM
sets the Weather Cycle status to “done” and sends a CLOSE-
CONNECTION (close-con) message to CM, which effectively
terminates the communication (M2). In case of success, the
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interaction proceeds to the next phase. We do not model this
now, but indicate it through the partial scenarioM3. Our initial
specification is thus given by the TMSC expression

S1 = M1; (M2 ∓ M3)

Second Stage.We now specify the behavior once the first
stage has successfully completed. CM sets the Weather Cycle
status and CL’S weather status to “post-initializing” (post-
init), and sends a CTAS-USE-NEW-WEATHER (usenw) to
CL (M4). On reception of this message, CL responds with a
message indicating what the USE-STATUS is: we represent
failure by use-fail and success byuse-succ. As before, in
case of failure, the Weather Cycle status is set todone,
and communication is terminated (M5); otherwise, the partial
scenario (M6) points to possible future communication. The
behavior at this stage is then given by

R1 = M4; (M5 ∓ M6)

R1 represents an elaboration of the partial scenarioM3, and
it may be shown thatM3 ⊑must R1. We substituteR1 for M3

in S1 to obtain

S2 = M1; (M2 ∓ R1)

as our new specification. The compositionality of our seman-
tics ensures thatS1 ⊑must S2.

Third Stage. If CM receives ause-succmessage, then it
indicates the successful completion of the post-initialization
phase. CM responds by setting both the Weather Cycle status
and CL’s weather status todone, enables the manual weather
control button, and sends a GROUND-WIND-SETTING
(wind-set) message and an ALTIMETER-SETTING (alt-set)
message to CL, to convey the client’s initial surface-winds
and altimeter readings (M7). The next phase (“updating”)
would start only whenCM receives a weather update (w-
upd) from a weather source (represented here by the generic

component WS). CM would then need to convey the new
weather information to CL; this may be done by subsequently
extending the partial scenario (M8) as appropriate, following
the same approach. We have

R2 = M7; M8

as an elaboration ofM6. We now get

R′
1 = M4; (M5 ∓ R2)

as a refinement ofR1, and S3 = M1; (M2 ∓ R′
1), as our

new specification. We would thus get a refinement sequence
S1 ⊑must S2 ⊑must S3 . . . as we build the specification in a
stepwise manner, extending the behavior of the system one
phase at a time.

V. FORMAL SEMANTICS OF TMSCS

The purpose of this section is to develop the mathemat-
ical foundations of TMSCs, TMSC expressions, and TMSC
refinement.

MSC semantic accounts often rely ontraces as the basis
for defining the semantics of MSC system specifications [5].
A trace is a sequence of possible actions (message sends
and receives, and local actions); an MSC system specification
may then be seen as a set of traces that can arise in any
eventual implementation. One may find variations of this basic
framework; single MSCs naturally define a partial order on
events [6] and thus sets of MSCs also define partial order
languages that determine valid traces. However, a defining
characteristic of trace-based approaches and associated notions
of refinement (based on set inclusion, equality or reverse con-
tainment), is that in some sense, all traces in the specification
are deemed “equal”; the specified behavior may be considered
either optional (i.e. allowed) or required (i.e. mandatory) in the
eventual implementation (depending on the refinement notion
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chosen), but there is no easy way to specify behavior that is
a heterogeneous mix of mandatory and optional content using
pure trace-based semantics.

In contrast, the TMSC language provides rich facilities for
interweaving required and optional behavior. TMSCs with
empty triggers may serve as the basis for defining behavior
that is mandatory in an implementation, but TMSCs with non-
empty triggers may be safely avoided by an implementation
whenever possible; TMSC expressions with internal choice
can be refined by selecting one choice and omitting others,
while a refinement is required to offer all alternatives in a de-
layed choice till execution forces a choice to be made. Again, a
terminating scenario embodies exact behavior that the system
is required to perform on satisfaction of the trigger, whilea
partial scenario allows several options for further extension. If
we interpret TMSC expressions as simply sets of traces, then
conveying this mix of mandatory and optional behavior at each
stage of execution becomes difficult, sometimes impossible
(for example trace-based semantics is unable to distinguish
between internal and delayed choice). On the other hand, the
testing-based framework for process refinement [22], [27] does
allow distinctions between required vs. allowed behavior to be
easily made, and we use this work to define TMSCs precisely.
The testing framework models systems asacceptance trees,
which, in addition to recording trace behavior, also reflect
the nondeterministic choices available to the system after
such traces. These choices are encoded asacceptance sets,
which represent the different choices for next actions thatthe
system can select from. Acceptance trees include a notion of
refinement, themust preorder, reflecting a notion of “more
refined is more deterministic”; the must preorder ensures that
a refinement satisfy all required behavior, but gives freedom
in the choice of optional behavior. As a byproduct of our
approach, we can easily adapt this notion to define refinement
of TMSC specifications.

We therefore use acceptance trees and the must preorder as
the formal framework on which the semantics of the TMSC
language will be based. We show how to interpret individual
TMSCs as acceptance trees, and how operators on TMSCs
can be seen as functions over acceptance trees that respect
the refinement ordering. We also include some remarks on
decidability of this theory.

The semantics presented here both extends (by defining a
recursive operator) and modifies (by improving the definition
of ∓ and∧) the technical development in [9].

A. Background

a) Sequences:If A is a set thenA∗ is the set of finite
sequences overA. We use the following, wherea ∈ A and

T [L1]
T [L2]

a a

b c

L1

{∅}

⇒ a

b c

{{b}, {c}, {b, c}}

⊇

L2

{∅}

a

b c

{{a}}

{{b, c}}
⇐ a

b c

{{a}}

{∅}
{∅}

Fig. 10. Themustpreorder:L1 ⊑must L2

w, w1, w2 ∈ A∗.

− ǫ, a empty, single-element sequence
− fst(w), lst(w) first, last elements inw 6= ǫ

− w1 · w2 sequence concatenation
− |w|a number of occurrences ofa in w

− a ∈ w holds if a is an element inw
− w1 � w2 holds if w1 is a prefix ofw2

− subseq(w) the set of (not necessarily contigu-
ous) subsequences ofw

If w ∈ A∗ andS ⊆ A, w−S represents the sequence obtained
by removing all occurrences of each element inS from w.

b) The Must Preorder:The must preorder arises in the
theory of process testing given in [22], [27], where tests,
which may also be thought of as processes that are capable of
reporting “success”, interact with a process under test. When
processes and tests are nondeterministic a process may be
capable both of passing and failing a test, depending on how
nondeterministic choices are resolved. A processmust passa
test if, regardless of how such choices are made, the process
passes the test. One process refines another with respect to the
must preorder if it must pass every test that the less refined
process must. This subsection presents some of the theory of
this relation in a simplified setting in which there are no (1)
unobservable actions and (2) divergent processes.

The must preorder may be characterized in terms ofaccep-
tance sets. To define these we first introduce below some of
the basic concepts from [27].

Definition 1: A labeled transition system (LTS)is a tuple
〈P, E,−→, pI〉, whereP is a state set,E an event set,−→⊆
P ×E × P the transition relation, andpI ∈ P the start state.

An LTS describes the execution behavior of a system, with
P representing the states a system may be in,E the set
of events that may spark state transitions,−→ the actual
transitions that are possible, andpI the initial system state.
We write p

e
−→ p′ in lieu of 〈p, e, p′〉 ∈−→ and extend−→

to sequences of events in the usual manner: ifw = a1 · · · an

thenp
w

−→ p′ if p
a1−→ · · ·

an−→ p′.
The must preorder,⊑must, of [27] relates different LTSs in

terms of their responses to tests. The acceptance-set charac-
terization of this relation relies on the following notions.

Definition 2: Let P = 〈P, E,−→, pI〉 be an LTS, withp ∈
P andw ∈ E∗. The following may then be defined.

L(P) = {w ∈ E∗ | ∃p′ ∈ P.pI
w

−→ p′} (Language)
SP(p) = {a | ∃p′ ∈ P.p

a
−→ p′} (Successors)

Acc(P , w) = {SP(p′) | pI
w

−→ p′} (Acceptance set)
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The language of a system contains its “execution sequences”,
while the successors of a state are the events enabled in the
state. The acceptance set of a system after a sequence is
a measure of nondeterminism: for each state reachable via
w from the start state ofP , Acc(P , w) contains the events
that are enabled in that state. Note that ifw 6∈ L(P) then
Acc(P , w) = ∅.

We now define asaturation operator, sat, on acceptance
sets. LetA ⊆ 2E ; thensat(A) is the least set satisfying:

1) A ⊆ sat(A).
2) If A1, A2 ∈ sat(A) thenA1 ∪ A2 ∈ sat(A).
3) If A1, A2 ∈ sat(A) and A1 ⊆ A ⊆ A2, then A ∈

sat(A).

The definition of⊑must may now be given as follows [27].
Definition 3: Let P1 = 〈P1, E1,−→1, pI1〉 and P2 =

〈P2, E2, −→2, pI2〉 be two LTSs, and letE = E1 ∪ E2.
Then P1 ⊑must P2 iff for all w ∈ E∗, sat(Acc(P1, w)) ⊇
sat(Acc(P2, w)).
Intuitively, P2 refinesP1 if it has “less nondeterminism.”
This definition forms the basis for representing processes as
acceptance trees[27], which map sequences of events to
acceptance sets.

Definition 4: Let E be a finite set of events. Then an
acceptance treeT is a function inE∗ → 22E

satisfying:

1) For anys ∈ E∗, sat(T (s)) = T (s).
2) For anys, s′ ∈ E∗, if T (s) = ∅ thenT (s · s′) = ∅.
3) For anys ∈ E∗, e ∈ E , T (s · e) 6= ∅ iff there exists

A ∈ T (s) such thate ∈ A.

We say thatT1 ⊇ T2 if for all s ∈ E∗, T1(s) ⊇ T2(s).
It should also be noted that acceptance trees have strong con-
nections to the theory of failure sets developed for CSP [29].

For any LTSP there is an immediate way to construct an
acceptance treeT [P ]: T [P ](s) = sat(Acc(P , s)). It immedi-
ately follows thatP1 ⊑must P2 if and only if T [P1] ⊇ T [P2].
For example, in Fig. 10,T [L1] is the acceptance tree extracted
from L1; sinceL1 can non-deterministically choose to perform
b or c after execution ofa, T [L1](a) = {{b}, {c}, {b, c}}.
In contrast,L2 is deterministic, andT [L2](a) = {{b, c}}. It
follows thatL1 ⊑must L2 becauseT [L1] ⊇ T [L2].

Acceptance trees are often used in support of proofs of
substitutivity. Suppose thatP1,P2 andQ are LTSs. To show
that op is substitutive with respect to⊑must, it must be shown
that ifP1 ⊑mustP2, thenop(P1,Q) ⊑must op(P2,Q). One way
to do this is to define a binary operatorfop on acceptance trees
that ismonotonicwith respect to⊇ and has the property that
T [op(P ,Q)] = fop(T [P ], T [Q]).

B. From Single TMSCs to Acceptance Trees

In this section we first formally define TMSCs and then
show how they may be assigned meanings in the form of
acceptance trees. In what follows we fix finite setsI,M andL
of instances, message types and local actions and require that
all TMSCs draw their instance sets, message sets and local
action sets from these. (In practice this restriction posesno
problem: any TMSC specification will contain a finite number
of TMSCs, each with a finite set of instances.) The setE of

events that can appear in TMSCs is defined to be

E = S ∪ R ∪ L ∪ T, where

S = {out(Ii, Ij , m) | Ii, Ij ∈ I, m ∈ M}

R = {in(Ii, Ij , m) | Ii, Ij ∈ I, m ∈ M}

L = {loc(Ii, ℓ) | Ii ∈ I, ℓ ∈ L}

T = {end(Ii) | Ii ∈ I}

Intuitively, S, R andL contain the set of all send, receive and
local events, respectively. Eventout(Ii, Ij , m) represents the
sending of messagem by instanceIi to Ij , while in(Ii, Ij , m)
denotes the receive of messagem from Ii by Ij and loc(Ii, ℓ)
reflects the execution of local eventℓ by Ii. Our semantics
also uses events of formend(Ii), which instanceIi emits
when it terminates. Finally, we use “potential events” of form
wait(r), wherer ∈ R, to denote that an instance is capable of
performingr once the corresponding send event occurs. By
W = {wait(r) | r ∈ R}, we denote the set of allwait events.
We also define a functionactive : E → I as follows; this
function records which instance “performs” a given evente.

active(e) =















Ii if e = out(Ii, Ij , m), loc(Ii, ℓ),
or end(Ii)

Ij if e = in(Ii, Ij , m)
active(r) if e = wait(r)

For anyE ⊆ E, I ⊆ I, we writeEI for {e ∈ E | active(e) ∈
I}, the subset ofE in which some instance inI is active.
We call a setC ⊆ E a co-regionif C is nonempty and every
event inC involves the same active instance — formally, if
for every e1, e2 ∈ C, active(e1) = active(e2). We write C
for the set of all co-regions and extend the functionactive
to co-regions in the obvious manner:active(C) = Ii if for
every e ∈ C, active(e) = Ii. Also, if Ii ∈ I is an instance
and C ⊆ C is a set of co-regions, we useCIi

for the set of
co-regionsC such thatactive(C) = Ii. We now define the
mathematical representation of TMSCs as follows.

Definition 5: A Triggered Message Sequence ChartM is a
tuple 〈I, trig, act, term〉, where:

1) I ⊆ I is the set of instances;
2) Trigger function trig : I → C∗ satisfies:trig(Ii) ∈

(CIi
)∗ for all Ii ∈ I, and similarly foraction function

act : I → C∗.
3) term⊆ I is the terminating set.

Mathematically, a TMSC consists of a set of instances, func-
tions trig and act assigning sequences of co-regions (sets of
events that can occur in any order, recall) to each instance,and
a set of instances that are intended to terminate. The restriction
on trig and act ensure that an instance can only be assigned
co-regions in which that instance is active. Any graphical
TMSC can be translated into this formalism, although some
mathematical TMSCs cannot be represented graphically.

In the remainder of this section, we show how to construct
an acceptance tree from a single TMSC. In what follows we
fix TMSC M = 〈I, trig, act, term〉. We begin by introducing
notions of language and acceptance set for TMSCs; these rely
on a notion of language of co-regions and co-region sequences.
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Definition 6: Let C ∈ C.

1) The languageL(C) ⊆ E∗ of C is defined as:

L(C) =

{

{e} if C = {e}
⋃

e∈C{e · w | w ∈ L(C − {e})} o.w.

2) Let W ∈ C∗. Then the languageL(W ) ⊆ E∗ of W is
defined as:

L(W ) =







{ǫ} if W = ǫ
⋃

w∈L(C){w · w′ | w′ ∈ L(W ′)}

if W = C · W ′

L(C) contains all sequences in which every element inC

appears once. IfW = C1 · · · ·Cn then L(W ) consists of
words of the formw1 · · · · · wn where eachwi ∈ L(Ci). The
next definition introduces the notions oftrigger and action
languages of instances inM .

Definition 7: Let Ii ∈ I. Then trigLM (Ii), the trigger
language, of Ii in M , is given bytrigLM (Ii) = L(trig(Ii)).
The action language, actLM (Ii), of Ii in M is defined as
actLM (Ii) = L(act(Ii)).

The language, LM (Ii), of an instanceIi records the pos-
sible sequences of events the instance might generate as it
executes. Intuitively, if a sequence does not “satisfy” the
trigger ofIi, then it will be admitted as a sequence. Otherwise,
it will be constrained to “satisfy” the action.

Definition 8: Let Ii ∈ I. ThenLM (Ii) ⊆ E∗ is defined as
follows.

LM (Ii) = {w ∈ E∗
{Ii}

| (|w|end(Ii) ≤ 1)

∧ (|w|end(Ii) = 1 ⇒ lst(w) = end(Ii))
∧ (∀w1 ∈ trigLM (Ii). w1 � w ⇒

(∃w2 ∈ actLM (Ii).
(w � w1 · w2)

∨ (Ii ∈ term∧ w = w1 · w2 · end(Ii))
∨ (Ii 6∈ term∧ w1 · w2 � w)))}

The maximal languageof Ii is given by:

maxLM (Ii) = {w ∈ LM (Ii) | lst(w) = end(Ii)}.
To understand these definitions, it should first be noted that
LM (Ii) contains sequences of events in whichIi is active.
These sequences must also bewell-terminated: they contain
at most one occurrence ofend(Ii), and this event, if present,
must be the last event in the sequence. Finally, if the sequence
includes an element ofIi’s trigger language as a prefix, then
the sequence must also include at least part of a sequence in
the action language. If the sequence includes a complete action
sequence andIi is terminating, the sequence can also include
an end(Ii) action; if Ii is nonterminating, any sequence after
the completed action sequence is allowed.

To define acceptance sets for instances we need the fol-
lowing operation on languages. LetL ⊆ A∗ and w ∈ A∗.
Then thenext set, next(L, w) ⊆ A, of L after w is given by:
next(L, w) = {a ∈ A | ∃w′ ∈ L. w · a � w′}. We now
define how to associate an acceptance set with an instance
Ii in a TMSC M . The acceptance set construction differs
from the traditional one for LTSs given previously in that it
is given relative to a set of “enabled receives”. An instance
can only emit a receive event if another instance has emitted
the corresponding send; otherwise, this receive event is not

enabled. To capture this behavior, we introduce an additional
parameter,eR ⊆ R, into the acceptance-set function. A receive
event ineR is deemed enabled; otherwise, it is defined to be
disabled. We also define thenondeterminism setof E ⊆ E
and enabled receiveseR ⊆ R as follows.

ND(E, eR) = sat({{e} | e ∈ E ∧ (e ∈ R ⇒ e ∈ eR)}

∪{{wait(r)} | r ∈ ((E ∩ R) − eR)})

ND(E, eR) is the acceptance set of a system that can non-
deterministically decide to perform anyenabledevent inE,
where any send, local or terminating event, and any receive in
eR, is enabled, orwait for any receive event inE that is not
enabled.

Definition 9: Let Ii ∈ I, w ∈ E∗ and eR ⊆ R. Then
Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) is defined as follows.

Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) =
{

∅ if w 6∈ LM (Ii)
ND(next(LM (Ii), w), eR) o.w.

Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) is the acceptance set of instanceIi in
TMSC M after w. The first clause handles the case when
Ii is incapable of performingw, whereas the second clause
computes the acceptance set based on events that are possible
“next” after w, together with any potential receive events that
are not enabled. This definition simplifies the corresponding
one in [9], although it is semantically equivalent.

The above definition associates acceptance sets with the set
of instances in TMSCM . This definition, however, does not
say anything about the behavior of instances not mentioned
in M (i.e. instances inI − I). We assume that any such
instance has empty trigger and action languages inM and
must terminate. This assumption simplifies the semantics of
the ; operator while still ensuring compositionality, as will be
noted later.

Definition 10: Let Ii ∈ I − I, w ∈ E∗ andeR ⊆ R. Then
Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) is defined as follows.

Acc(Ii, M, w, eR) =







{{end(Ii)}} if w = ǫ

{∅} if w = end(Ii)
∅ otherwise

Having given the semantics of individual instances within
TMSC M we now give an account ofM itself by composing
the acceptance trees of individual instances. We first introduce
an operator⊔ on acceptance sets:A ⊔ B = sat(A ∪ B). We
define an indexed version

⊔

k∈K in the obvious manner, with
⊔

k∈K AK = ∅ if K = ∅.
Let A andB be acceptance sets. Then

A ⊲⊳ B =
⊔

A∈A,B∈B

{A ∪ B}

It can be shown that⊲⊳ is commutative and associative. We use
⊲⊳k∈K as the “indexed” version of⊲⊳, with ⊲⊳k∈K AK = ∅ if
K = ∅ . We also introduce the following definitions on event
sequences.

Definition 11: Let w ∈ E∗.

1) Theprojection, w⌊Ii, of w ontoIi ∈ I is the longest (not
necessarily contiguous) subsequence ofw containing
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only events in whichIi is active:

w⌊Ii =







ǫ if w = ǫ

e · (w′⌊Ii) if w = e · w′, active(e) = Ii

w′⌊Ii if w = e · w′, active(e) 6= Ii

2) The receive eventin(Ii, Ij , m) is calledenabledby w if
|w|out(Ii,Ij ,m) > |w|in(Ii,Ij ,m). We useeR(w) to stand
for all receive events enabled byw.

3) w is calledwell-balancedif for every w′ � w such that
w′ = w′′ · in(Ii, Ij , m), in(Ii, Ij , m) ∈ eR(w′′).

In a well-balanced sequence of events, every receive is pre-
ceded by an “outstanding” send. We now define the acceptance
setAcc(M, w) as follows.

Definition 12: The acceptance setAcc(M, w), of M after
w ∈ E∗ is defined as:

Acc(M, w) =

{

∅ if w is not well-balanced
⊲⊳Ii∈IAcc(Ii, M, w⌊Ii, eR(w){Ii}) o.w.

Example:In Fig. 8 TMSCC1, let us consider

w = out(R, B, query) · in(R, B, query) · out(B, R, pval)

·in(B, R, pval) · loc(R, comp) · out(R, P, frate)

·in(R, P, frate)

Then,

w⌊R = out(R, B, query) · in(B, R, pval) · loc(R, comp)

·out(R, P, frate)

w⌊B = in(R, B, query) · out(B, R, pval)

w⌊P = in(R, P, frate)

w⌊D = ǫ

We define

AR = Acc(R, C1, w⌊R, eR(w){R})

= {{out(R, D, pval)}}

AB = Acc(B, C1, w⌊B, eR(w){B})

= {{end(B)}}

AP = Acc(P, C1, w⌊P, eR(w){P})

= {{loc(P, setf)}}

AD = Acc(D, C1, w⌊D, eR(w){D})

= sat{{wait(in(R, D, pval))}{wait(in(R, D, frate)}

{end(D)}}

where, we assume that

E{D} = {in(R, D, pval), in(R, D, frate), end(D)}

Then, we have

T [C1](w) = AR ⊲⊳ AB ⊲⊳ AP ⊲⊳ AD

= sat{{out(R, D, pval), end(B), loc(P, setf),

wait(in(R, D, pval))}{out(R, D, pval),

end(B), loc(P, setf), wait(in(R, D, frate)}

{out(R, D, pval), end(B), loc(P, setf),

end(D)}}

C. The Must Preorder for TMSCs

Given Acc we may now define a version of the must
preorder on TMSCs. This must preorder is a variant of the
one presented in Section V-A.

Definition 13: An acceptance tree is a functionT : E∗ →
22(E∪W)

satisfying the following.
1) For anyw ∈ E∗, sat(T (w)) = T (w).
2) For anyw, w′ ∈ E∗, if T (w) = ∅ thenT (w · w′) = ∅.
3) For anyw ∈ E∗, e ∈ E, T (w · e) 6= ∅ ⇒ ∃A ∈ T (w)

such thate ∈ A.
Thus, an element in an acceptance set may contain not only
events as in Definition 4, but also “potential events” of form
wait(r), r ∈ R. Also, Clause 3 in the above definition relaxes
the corresponding clause in Definition 4; this is necessitated
by the fact that TMSC expressions may contain the∧ operator,
which is absent in traditional testing theory [22], [27].

It is easy to associate an acceptance treeT [M ] to TMSC
M : T [M ](w) = Acc(M, w). We sayT 1 ⊇ T 2 when for all
w ∈ E∗, T 1(w)) ⊇ T 2(w). We now define the must preorder
on TMSCs.

Definition 14: Let M1, M2 be TMSCs. ThenM1 ⊑must M2

iff T [M1] ⊇ T [M2].

D. Semantics of TMSC Expressions

To define the semantics of TMSC expressions we show how
to interpret∓, ⊕, ∧, ; andrecX as operations on acceptance
trees. For brevity, we do not include the formalization of
the ‖ operator here, but this definition may be found in [9].
The TMSC semantics presented here enhances the formal
semantics in [9] in several respects. Firstly, the semantics
for ∓ in [9] was incomplete in the sense that it did not
take the possible non-determinism of the sub-specifications
into account. Our definition here removes that shortcoming.
Secondly, for∧, we have added a constraint to ensure that
the generated acceptance trees satisfy Definition 13. Most
importantly, the TMSC expressions considered in [9] did not
contain the recursion operator and hence could only model
finite, terminating systems.

Technically, we show how a TMSC expressionS may
be converted into an acceptance treeTσ[S], whereσ is an
environment mapping variables to acceptance trees. The need
for σ arises because TMSC expressions may contain variables.
We consider each form of TMSC expression in turn.

a) Single TMSCM : Tσ[M ] = T [M ] as defined in the
previous section. For example, the acceptance tree of TMSC
M1 in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 11, where we assumeI =
{R, B}.

b) Delayed Choice:The operator∓ was originally de-
signed as a deterministic choice construct for MSCs. Tradi-
tional MSCs are deterministic;∓ was intended to preserve
this property. However, TMSCs may be non-deterministic, and
hence, when assigning an acceptance tree toS1 ∓ S2, (where
S1 and S2 are TMSC expressions) we need to account for
non-determinism inS1 and S2. To do this, given a TMSC
expressionS and environmentσ, we first define predicate
may reject(S, σ, w) to hold when

∃w1, e, w2.w = w1 · e · w2 ∧ ∃A ∈ Tσ[S](w1).e 6∈ A.
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{{wait(in(B, R, pval)), out(B, R, pval)}}

{{out(R, B, query), wait(in(R, B, query))}}

out(R, B, query)

in(R, B, query)

{{in(B, R, pval), end(B)}}

out(B, R, pval)

in(B, R, pval)

end(R)

loc(R, comp)

{{loc(R, comp)}}

end(B)

{{loc(R, comp), end(B)}}

end(R)

{{end(B)}}

{{end(R)}}

{{end(B), end(R)}}

loc(R, comp)

end(B)

{{in(B, R, pval)}}
in(B, R, pval)

loc(R, comp)

{{end(R)}}

end(R)

end(B)

{{wait(in(B, R, pval)), in(R, B, query)}}

end(B)

{∅}

{{loc(R, comp)}}

Fig. 11. Acceptance Tree of TMSCM1 in Fig. 7

Intuitively, S in the context ofσ may rejectw if, after execut-
ing a proper prefix ofw, S may reach a state where the next
event inw is not enabled. Note that,may reject(S, σ, w) =
true does not mean thatTσ[S](w) = ∅.

To define ∓ formally in our setting, let us assume
inductively that we have constructedT1 = Tσ[S1] and
T2 = Tσ[S2]. We now set:

Tσ[S1 ∓ S2](w) =
sat( {A1 ∪ A2 | A1 ∈ T1(w), A2 ∈ T2(w)}

∪{A1 ∈ T1(w) | may reject(S2, σ, w)}
∪{A2 ∈ T2(w) | may reject(S1, σ, w)})

Tσ[S1∓S2](w) is computed in three parts: the first part, given
by the pairwise union ofTσ[S1](w) and Tσ[S2](w), applies
when bothTσ[S1](w) andTσ[S2](w) are non-empty; since the
choice betweenS1 and S2 is delayed, we take the pairwise-
union, rather than the simple union, of the acceptance sets.
However, ifS2 may rejectw, then the choice betweenS1 and
S2 may already have been resolved in favor ofS1 during the
execution ofw, and hence the acceptance set ofS1 afterw may
represent possible internal states ofS1∓S2 on execution ofw;
the second part in the definition ofTσ[S1 ∓ S2](w) captures
this intuition. The third part captures the complementary case,
whenS1 may rejectw.

Example:Let us considerRB = M1 ∓M2, whereM1 and
M2 are as shown in Fig. 7, and letw1 = out(R, B, query) ·
in(R, B, query), w2 = w1 · out(B, R, pval). Then,

T [M1](w1) = {{wait(in(B, R, pval)), out(B, R, pval)}}

T [M2](w1) = {{wait(in(B, R, perr)), out(B, R, perr)}}

T [M1](w2) = {{in(B, R, pval), end(B)}}

T [M2](w2) = ∅

T [RB](w1) = {{wait(in(B, R, pval)), wait(in(B, R,

perr)), out(B, R, pval), out(B, R, perr)}}

T [RB](w2) = {{in(B, R, pval), end(B)}}

c) Internal Choice:The⊕ operator, in contrast to the de-
layed choice operator∓, represents non-deterministic choice.
Given two TMSC specificationsS1 and S2, and a sequence
of eventsw, let Tσ[S1](w) = A1 and Tσ[S2](w) = A2. We
defineTσ[S1 ⊕ S2](w) assat(A1 ∪ A2).

d) Conjunction: The∧ operator allows the definition of
composite specifications in which both sub-specifications must
be satisfied. IfS1, S2 are TMSC expressions, we define

Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) =
{

∅ if ∃w1, e, w2.w = w1 · e · w2, Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w1) = ∅
sat(Tσ[S1](w) ∩ Tσ[S2](w)) o.w.

The first condition in the definition states that if there is
a proper prefixw1 of w such thatTσ[S1 ∧ S2](w1) = ∅,
then Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) = ∅; this ensures that acceptance trees
generated forS1∧S2 satisfy the second clause in the definition
of acceptance trees (Definition 13). In case there is no such
proper prefix ofw, Tσ[S1∧S2](w) is given by the intersection
of Tσ[S1](w) and Tσ[S2](w). Note that Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](ǫ) =
Tσ[S1](ǫ) ∩ Tσ[S2](ǫ) by the above definition.

e) Sequential Composition:The ; operator connects two
TMSC expressions sequentially. Given a TMSC expression
S1; S2, any instanceI ∈ I may perform an event inS2 only if
it has terminated inS1. LetA, B ⊆ E. We define the sequential
compositionA#B, of A andB asA#B = E, where,∀Ii ∈ I,
E{Ii} is given as follows.

E{Ii} =
{

A{Ii} if Ii ∈ activeset(A) ∧ end(Ii) 6∈ A{Ii}

(A{Ii} − {end(Ii)}) ∪ B{Ii} o.w.

The # operator may be explained as follows: we may think
of A as one possible state a TMSC expressionS1 is in, while
B represents a state of an expressionS2, whereS2 follows S1

sequentially.A#B then defines the stateE which represents
one possible state ofS1; S2. Any instanceIi, which is active
in A but not yet ready to terminate inA, is in one possible
state: its state inA. If Ii has already terminated inS1, then
its current state is its state inB. Finally, if Ii is in a position
to terminate inA, then it may choose to continue inS1 (if
possible) without terminating, or to proceed as inB. Note that
an end(Ii) event inA will not be emitted asIi can terminate
in S1; S2 only when it terminates inS2.

We now lift the notion of sequential composition to accep-
tance sets. IfA andB are acceptance sets, we defineA : B,
the sequential composition ofA andB as

A : B =
⊔

A∈A,B∈B

A#B

Let activeseq(w) be the set of instances that have performed
at least one event inw ∈ E∗:

activeseq(w) = {Ii | ∃e ∈ w.active(e) = Ii}

We now define the following.
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seq(w1, w2, I) =






















































































































∅ if ∃Ip ∈ activeseq(w2).end(Ip) 6∈ w1

{a · w′ | w′ ∈ seq(w′
1, w2, I)}

if w1 = a · w′
1, ∄Ip.a = end(Ip), w2 = b · w′

2,

active(b) 6∈ I

{a · w′ | w′ ∈ seq(w′
1, w2, I)}

∪{b · w′ | w′ ∈ seq(w1, w
′
2, I)}

if w1 = a · w′
1, ∄Ip.a = end(Ip), w2 = b · w′

2,

active(b) ∈ I

seq(w′
1, w2, I ∪ {Ip})

if w1 = a · w′
1, ∃Ip.a = end(Ip), w2 = b · w′

2,

active(b) 6∈ I

seq(w′
1, w2, I ∪ {Ip})

∪{b · w′ | w′ ∈ seq(w1, w
′
2, I)

if w1 = a · w′
1, ∃Ip.a = end(Ip), w2 = b · w′

2,

active(b) ∈ I

{w1 − {end(Ip) | Ip ∈ I} if w2 = ǫ

{w2} if w1 = ǫ, I = I

Given two TMSC expressionsS1 and S2, we now define
Tσ[S1; S2](w) as follows:

Tσ[S1; S2](w) =
⊔

〈w1,w2〉∈L

(Tσ[S1](w1)#Tσ[S2](w2))

where

L = {〈w1, w2〉 | Tσ[S1](w1) 6= ∅, Tσ[S2](w2) 6= ∅,

w ∈ seq(w1, w2, ∅)}

L contains tuples of the form〈w1, w2〉, representing all
possible ways in whichw may have been produced by the
sequential execution ofS1 and S2. For each such tuple, we
use the# operator to compute the corresponding acceptance
set ofS1; S2. The overall acceptance set is then given by the
non-deterministic choice of all the possible acceptance sets.

Example:Let us considerS = M1; M3, where M1 and
M3 are as shown in Fig. 7, and letw = out(R, B, query) ·
in(R, B, query), I = {R, B, P, D}. Then we haveL =
{〈w1, w2〉}, wherew1 = w, w2 = ǫ,

T [M1](w1) = {{wait(in(B, R, pval)), out(B, R, pval),

end(P ), end(D)}}

T [M3](ǫ) = {{out(R, P, frate), end(B),

wait(in(R, P, frate)), end(D)}}

T [M1; M2](w) = {{wait(in(B, R, pval)),

out(B, R, pval), wait(in(R, P, frate)),

end(D)}}

f) Recursion: The recursive TMSC operatorrec X.S

may be used to represent nonterminating behavior. The vari-
able X may occur freely withinS, and if it does so, every
reference to it results in a new cycle of operation (i.e. anun-
rolling of rec X.S). Instances that are not explicitly mentioned
in S are only allowed to terminate, while those inS take part
in the actual recursion.

To characterizerec X.S, we follow a traditional approach
used in programming-language semantics: we define a se-
ries of acceptance trees that approximate the meaning of
Tσ[rec X.S] to greater and greater levels of detail, and then

take theleast upper boundof these approximations. In order
for this approach to work we first must show that suchchains
of acceptance trees ordered by the must preorder indeed have
least upper bounds. We do this by proving that the set of
acceptance treesT ordered by⊑must form a complete partial
order (cpo). (It should be noted that we need to establish this
even though [27] also establishes that acceptance trees area
cpo. This is because our notion of acceptance tree differs in
certain key respects.)

Theorem 1:〈T ,⊑must〉 is a cpo.
Proof: We first show that〈T ,⊑must〉 contains a least

element. The least acceptance tree within our framework corre-
sponds to the TMSC where each instance has an empty trigger
and an empty action sequence, and none of the instances
terminate in the TMSC. We use⊥ to denote the acceptance
tree for this TMSC; it is defined as follows.

T [⊥](w) =






⊲⊳Ii∈{Ii|end(Ii) 6∈w} ND(E{Ii}, eR(w))
if w is well-balanced and well-terminated

∅ o.w.

To see that⊥ ⊑must T for any T ∈ T , observe that for
any other acceptance treeT , and any well-balanced and well-
terminated sequence of eventsw, if A ∈ T (w), thenA{Ii} ∈
ND(E{Ii}, eR(w)) for any Ii for which end(Ii) 6∈ w. Thus
A ∈ T [⊥](w).

Next, we prove that any chain of acceptance treesT1 ⊑must

T2 ⊑must T3 ⊑must . . ., has a least upper bound(lub) written as
⊔

i Ti. Consider
⊔

i Ti defined by(
⊔

i Ti)(w) =
⋂

i(Ti(w)).
It is easy to see that(

⋂

i Ti)(w) ⊆ Ti(w) for all i = 1, 2, . . .;
hence, it is indeed an upper bound. To prove that it is a lub,
assume thatT ′ is another upper bound such thatT ′ ⊑must
⊔

i Ti and
⊔

i Ti 6⊑must T
′. Then there arew and A ∈ T ′(w)

such thatA 6∈ (
⊔

i Ti)(w). This implies thatA 6∈ Ti(w) for
somei, and thatTi 6⊑must T

′, which is a contradiction.
For technical reasons, we also need to be able to “relativize”

the approximation process just described to a subset of the set
of all instances. We begin with a few definitions. Given a
TMSC expressionS, Ins(S) returns the set of instances that
are explicitly mentioned inS and is defined as follows.

Ins(S) =






















I if S = 〈I, trig, act, term〉
Ins(S1) ∪ Ins(S2) if S = S1 op S2, whereop∈

{⊕,∓,∧, ‖, ; }
Ins(S′) if S = rec X.S′

∅ o.w.

For any acceptance treeT I that has been computed with
respect to an universe of instancesI, we may lift T I to the
set of instancesJ , with J ⊇ I, as lift(J, T I) = T J , where

T J(w) =














∅ if (i) ∃e ∈ w.active(e) 6∈ J , or (ii) ∃e ∈
w.active(e) = Ip ∧ e 6= end(Ip)∧ Ip ∈ J − I, or
(iii) w is not well-terminated

{S} ⊲⊳ T I(w⌊I) o.w.

andS = {end(Ii) | Ii ∈ J − I∧end(Ii) 6∈ w}. Intuitively, lift
“lifts” an acceptance tree defined using a restricted universe
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of instancesI to the larger universe of instancesJ by adding
in end(Ip) events∀Ip ∈ J − I.

We are now in a position to defineTσ[rec X.S]. As in [27],
we first compute successive approximationsT0, T1, T2, . . . of
rec X.S, but in the universe of instancesI = Ins(S), and
with ⊥I the bottom element in this restricted setting. We use
T I

σ [S] to emphasize thatI is the restricted set of instances.

T0 = ⊥I

...

Ti+1 = T I
σ[X 7→Ti]

[S]

...

Since ⊥I is the least acceptance tree in the universe of
instancesI, T0 ⊑must T1. Also, since the TMSC composition
operators are substitutive with respect to the must preorder
(Theorem 2 in Section V-E), andT0 ⊑must T1, it follows that
T1 ⊑must T2, and, by induction, thatTi ⊑must Ti+1 for any i.
We thus have a chainT0 ⊑mustT1 ⊑mustT2 ⊑must . . ..

Instances that are not explicitly mentioned inS are assumed
to terminate inrec X.S. To define this in our framework,
consider the functionQ(T ) = lift(I, T ). We then haveQ0

= lift(I, T0), Q1 = lift(I, T1), . . ., Qi = lift (I, Pi), . . ., as
the successive approximationsrec X.S. Intuitively, eachQi is
the same asTi for instances inI, while instances inI − I,
which are absent inTi, are allowed to terminate inQi. Since
T0 ⊑must T1 ⊑must . . . ⊑must Ti ⊑must . . ., it follows that
Q0 ⊑must Q1 ⊑must . . . ⊑must Qi ⊑must . . .. We now define
Tσ[rec X.S] =

⊔

i Qi.

E. The Must Preorder and Properties of the Semantics

We may lift ⊑must to TMSC expressions as follows.
Definition 15: Let S1, S2 be TMSC expressions. Then

S1 ⊑must S2 if and only if Tσ[S1] ⊇ Tσ[S2] for any σ.
We now show several properties of our semantics of TMSC

expressions. The first shows that the must preorder is substi-
tutive, and hence that our semantics is compositional.

Theorem 2:Let S1, S2 andS3 be TMSC expressions such
that S1 ⊑must S2. Then the following hold:

1) S1 ∓ S3 ⊑must S2 ∓ S3

2) S1 ⊕ S3 ⊑must S2 ⊕ S3

3) S1 ∧ S3 ⊑must S2 ∧ S3

4) S1 ‖ S3 ⊑must S2 ‖ S3

5) S1; S3 ⊑must S2; S3 andS3; S1 ⊑must S3; S2

6) If Ins(S1) = Ins(S2) thenrec X.S1 ⊑must rec X.S2.

Proof: We prove case 3; the others may be established
as in [27], and we omit the details here.

S1 ⊑must S2 means∀w, σ, Tσ [S2](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1](w). If
w = ǫ, then Tσ[S2 ∧ S3](w) = Tσ[S2](w) ∩ Tσ[S3](w),
and Tσ[S1 ∧ S3](w) = Tσ[S1](w) ∩ Tσ[S3](w), so Tσ[S2 ∧
S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1 ∧S3](w). Otherwise, ifTσ[S2 ∧ S3](w) = ∅,
then obviouslyTσ[S2 ∧ S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1 ∧ S3](w). Else, if
Tσ[S2 ∧ S3](w) 6= ∅, then, ∀w1, e, w2.w = w1 · e · w2,
Tσ[S2](w1)∩Tσ [S3](w1) 6= ∅. Thus,∀w1, e, w2.w = w1 ·e·w2,
Tσ[S1](w1)∩Tσ[S3](w1) 6= ∅ (as,Tσ[S2](w1) ⊆ Tσ[S1](w1))

This implies thatTσ[S1 ∩ S3](w) = Tσ[S1](w) ∩ Tσ[S3](w).
Thus,Tσ[S2 ∧ S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1 ∧ S3](w).

The next theorem establishes properties of the operators.
Theorem 3:Operators∓,⊕,∧ and‖ are commutative and

associative,; is associative, and∓, ⊕ and∧ are idempotent.
Proof: We will prove the theorem for the∧ operator; the

arguments for the other operators are similar.
Commutativity follows immediately, sinceTσ[S1](w) ∩

Tσ[S2](w) = Tσ[S2](w) ∩ Tσ[S1](w).
Regarding associativity, we must show that for any

w, Tσ[(S1 ∧S2)∧S3](w) = Tσ[S1 ∧ (S2 ∧S3)](w). We prove
the result by induction onw. Whenw = ǫ we argue as follows.

Tσ[(S1 ∧ S2) ∧ S3](ǫ) = Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](ǫ) ∩ Tσ[S3](ǫ)

= Tσ[S1](ǫ) ∩ Tσ[S2](ǫ) ∩ Tσ[S3](ǫ)

= Tσ[S1 ∧ (S2 ∧ S3)](ǫ)

Now assumeTσ[(S1∧S2)∧S3](w) = Tσ[S1∧(S2∧S3)](w) =
A; we must show the result forw·e. If A = ∅, then∀e,Tσ[(S1∧
S2) ∧ S3](w · e) = Tσ[S1 ∧ (S2 ∧ S3)](w · e) = ∅. If A 6= ∅,
we knowTσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) 6= ∅, Tσ[S3](w) 6= ∅. Then,

Tσ[(S1 ∧ S2) ∧ S3](w · e)
= Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w · e) ∩ Tσ[S3](w · e)
= Tσ[S1](w · e) ∩ Tσ[S2](w · e) ∩ Tσ[S3](w · e)
= Tσ[S1 ∧ (S2 ∧ S3)](w · e)

The argument for idempotence is similar and is omitted.
The next theorem shows that our semantics for∧ coincides

with logical conjunction.
Theorem 4:Let S1, S2 andS3 be TMSC expressions. Then

S1 ∧ S2 ⊑must S3 if and only if S1 ⊑must S3 andS2 ⊑must S3.
Proof: We first prove thatS1 ∧ S2 ⊑must S3 implies

S1 ⊑must S3 and S2 ⊑must S3. So assume∀w, σ, Tσ [S1 ∧
S2](w) ⊇ Tσ[S3](w). If Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) = ∅, then
Tσ[S3](w) = ∅, i.e.Tσ[S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1](w) andTσ[S3](w) ⊆
Tσ[S2](w). If Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) 6= ∅, then Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) =
Tσ[S1](w) ∩ Tσ[S2](w), and this implies, Tσ[S1](w) ∩
Tσ[S2](w) ⊇ Tσ[S3](w), i.e. Tσ[S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S1](w) and
Tσ[S3](w) ⊆ Tσ[S2](w). Thus,S1 ⊑must S3 andS2 ⊑must S3.

We now prove,S1 ⊑must S3 and S2 ⊑must S3 ⇒ S1 ∧
S2 ⊑must S3. If Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) 6= ∅, thenTσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) =
Tσ[S1](w)∩Tσ [S2](w). Thus,Tσ[S1 ∧S2](w)⊇Tσ[S3](w). If
Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](w) = ∅, there are two possibilities:
• Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](ǫ) = ∅: This implies thatTσ[S1](ǫ) ∩

Tσ[S2](ǫ) = ∅, i.e. Tσ[S3](ǫ) = ∅. Thus,∀w, Tσ[S3](w) = ∅.
• Tσ[S1 ∧ S2](ǫ) 6= ∅. Then,∃w1, e, w2.w = w1 · e · w2.

Tσ[S1∧S2](w1) 6= ∅∧Tσ[S1∧S2](w1 ·e) = ∅, i.e.Tσ[S1](w1 ·
e)∩Tσ[S2](w1 · e) = ∅. Hence,Tσ[S3](w1 · e) = ∅, and thus
Tσ[S3](w) = ∅.

Finally, we consider the notion of decidability of the re-
finement ordering on TMSCs and TMSC expressions. For in-
dividual TMSCs, the relation is computable, using algorithms
like the one given in [15]. For arbitrary TMSC expressions, the
relation is not computable, for essentially the same reasons that
model checking of High-Level MSCs is not [5]: the possibility
of cyclic behavior in the presence of asynchronous sequential
composition allows message buffers to grow without bound.
In the case of TMSCs, another complicating factor is that re-
cursive expressions involving parallel composition also opens
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up the possibility for unboundedly many instances of parallel
TMSCs to be active (this problem has been well-studied in
the process algebra community [37]). On the other hand,
reasonable restrictions can be placed on TMSC expressions
that ensure decidability: buffers may be bounded, variables
inside recursive expressions may be guarded, and the use of
sequential and parallel composition restricted. The goal is to
ensure that the language of the resulting system is regular,
in the automata-theoretic sense of the word; it may then
be shown that our refinement relation is also computable.
We have implemented a tool, TRIM [12][13], that computes
this relation for TMSC expressions that are restricted in this
manner.

VI. RELATED WORK

TMSCs, and MSCs, formalize scenario-based approaches
for requirements modeling, an active area of research in
software engineering (e.g. [30], [24], [38], [43], [42]). A
framework for classifying these approaches has been proposed
in [20]. Several researchers have explored the use of pre-
and post-conditions to relate scenarios [18], [19], [4]. In
particular, scenario networks [4] use sequential and concurrent
relationships between textual scenarios to describe allowable
system behavior. Scenarios in such networks are labeled with
pre- and post-conditions, which have superficial similarities
with the TMSC notion of trigger/action, but the purpose of
such conditions (typically state predicates) is to determine
which scenarios can occur next at any given point, rather than
to constrain and refine coarse specifications, as in TMSCs.

In the rest of this section, we will discuss related work
mainly in the context of MSCs. The formal MSC language ap-
pears in a recommendation of the ITU [3]. A detailed descrip-
tion of the history, syntax and semantics of the language may
be found in [40]. The account first presents the graphical syn-
tax of the language, starting with basic MSCs, and describes
ways to compose MSCs into High Level Message Sequence
Charts or HMSCs. The formal semantics of the language is
then defined in a deterministic process algebraic setting. While
the formalization in [3], [40] is a very crucial step in the
evolution of the MSC language, it also presented opportunities
for further enhancement. For example, basic MSCs in the
ITU standard are expressively weak, offering only a visual
partial ordering of events. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the technical development there does not provide a natural way
for expressing conditional/partial behavior, and for the step-
wise refinement of system behavior. TMSCs were motivated
by a need to extend the MSC language along these directions;
in particular, we chose the acceptance tree framework because
of its natural support for representing non-deterministicsystem
behavior (inherent in conditional and partial scenarios) and the
precise notion of refinement encapsulated within themustpre-
order. Note that, since process algebra lies at the heart of the
acceptance tree model, there is a natural synergy between the
TMSC semantics and the standardized MSC semantics. Also,
since the TMSC language includes the structural constructs
(e.g. weak sequential, parallel, delayed choice etc.) found in
the ITU standard (with only a slightly different semantics

for the parallel operator), it is straightforward to encodea
HMSC as a TMSC expression. Section II-B contrasted the
graphical syntax of these languages. Some of the other models
of concurrency that have been proposed as a semantic domain
for MSCs include Petri Nets [26], Büchi automata [33], etc.

Harel et. al [21], [28] and Krueger [32] have also proposed
MSC variants that support trigger/action -like behavior. More
precisely, [21] introduces Live Sequence Charts (LSCs),
which primarily seek to distinguish between “live” or manda-
tory behavior and provisional behavior. The work is motivated
by the view that a designer’s interpretation of behavior often
undergoes a shift from “existential” to “universal”, as system
design proceeds and knowledge about the system evolves;
accordingly, the authors propose the notions of “universal”
charts (behavior that must be satisfied in all “runs” of a system)
and “existential” charts (behavior that must be satisfied in
at least one run), and also associate with these, trigger-like
activation messages or pre-charts. A LSC specification is
then defined as a set of such LSCs, and separate notions of
satisfaction are defined for universal and existential charts. A
system “satisfies” a specification by satisfying each individual
chart therein. [28] proposes a trace-based semantics for LSCs,
and also shows how an equivalent semantics may be expressed
using temporal logic.

Krueger [32] proposes a variant of MSCs that is based on
the mathematical model of “timed streams”. The work has
several features that go beyond the standard language e.g.
guarded MSCs, guarded alternatives and loops, preemption,
“trigger” composition etc. It also proposes three notions of
refinement: property, message and structural. Property re-
finement addresses the reduction of possible behaviors of
the overall system (e.g. by removing alternatives), message
refinement denotes the substitution of a whole interaction
sequence for a particular message, and structural refinement
occurs when a single instance in a MSC is replaced with a
set of other instances. Property refinement is shown to be
compositional, with the exception of the “trigger” operator.

Although the notions of trigger/actions in TMSCs have
similarities with the notions of pre-chart/chart body in LSCs
and trigger composition in Krueger’s work, our perspectiveon
distributed system modeling is different, and this is reflected
both in the way we interpret triggering behavior, as also the
semantic model we adopt to formalize TMSCs. First, the
chart-body in [21] and [32] needs to be activated only after
the pre-chart/ triggering chart has been completely executed.
This corresponds to “strong” triggering, in analogy with the
MSC terminology of “strong” sequential composition [32]
of the pre- and post charts. In contrast, the trigger/action
requirements in TMSCs are localized to individual instances,
and this may be interpreted as “weak” triggering, in line with
the “weak” sequential composition we support. Our decision
was motivated by the fact that scenario-based specifications
are most heavily used for distributed systems, where instances
have localized control and execute asynchronously. Note that
this approach is synergistic with the MSC standard [3] that
prescribes the use of the weak sequential composition operator.

Again, trace-based semantics (used in LSCs) is weaker than
testing semantics (adopted in TMSCs); in particular, trace-
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based semantics is not sensitive to deadlock (a critical property
for distributed systems) unlike testing semantics (which,in
fact, is the coarsest semantics, as compared to trace semantics,
that has this property [34]). As such, our semantics is well-
tailored for extensions like Compositional MSCs [25], and
also for other notations like Communicating State Machines,
where such properties may become relevant. This, in fact, also
makes the semantics very suitable for exploringheterogeneous
specificationsof such notations, a concept we have begun to
explore. Moreover, LSCs do not support HMSCs, a point also
noted in [32]. The TMSC language, on the other hand, pro-
vides strong support for developing structured specifications,
and this makes it useful when dealing with large requirements
specifications. Methodologically, LSCs seem more suited for
temporal-logic style satisfaction-based approaches, while the
TMSC framework, as evident from the technical development
in this paper, is geared more towards refinement-based ap-
proaches.

The MSC language defined in Krueger’s work [32] does
provide operators for developing structured specifications,
and also considers the refinement of behavior. However, the
timed-stream theory in [32] is similar in essence to trace-
based semantics in the sense that it also treats MSCs as
representations of executionsequences. The theory is thereby
unable to support the notion of “delayed” choice prescribed
by the MSC standard, which requires the branching behavior
of executiontrees to be considered. The TMSC theory, in
contrast, is able to support both internal (non-deterministic)
and “delayed” (deterministic) choice, and this brings flexibility
to the development process. Also, the basic “building block” of
the timed stream theory of MSCs is a single message occurring
on a channel, as opposed to a basic MSC, and appropriate
operators are used to specify temporal order, or the lack
thereof, between messages occurrences; however, no explicit
distinction is made between message sends and receives (as
in TMSCs, or standard MSCs), and as such, expressing fine-
grained ordering between send and receive events associated
with different messages is difficult.

Another approach to MSC refinement may be found in the
refinement ordering for interworkings [35]. Interworkingsmay
be seen as a close variant of MSCs, with the key differ-
ence being that interworkings support synchronous insteadof
asynchronous communication. [35] defines a refinement notion
based on selective hiding of communications and collapsing
of several instances into a single one. Intuitively, one system is
said to refine another if it is possible to collapse the formerinto
an interworking that is semantically equivalent to the latter,
with bisimulation [37] being the base equivalence used in that
paper. The intuition behind this refinement ordering is that
refining a specification may involve adding more structure;
ensuring consistency with an earlier specification amountsto
showing that when the new structure is “ignored”, the behavior
is the same. This notion differs significantly from ours, since
its focus is on structural changes to MSCs rather than the
modification of behavior of instances within an MSC. Similar
notions could easily be adapted to our framework, with the
equivalence induced by the must preorder used in lieu of
bisimulation.

Another recent approach that supports the use of assume-
guarantee mechanisms within scenario-specifications is Tem-
plate MSCs [6]. This extends the TMSC notation with the
notion of “gaps” that can be interleaved with message sends
and receives, and allow an arbitrary but finite amount of
communication to be expressed. This extension can allow more
concise specifications to be written, through the use of only
those events that are strictly needed to identify a scenario,
and the use of gaps as placeholders for other messages that
remain unspecified. [6] also illustrates how Template MSCs
may be used in the TMSC setting, where a system description
is obtained through the combination of MSCs depicting local
behaviors of directly interacting processes, and then super-
imposing assume-guarantee template formulas to restrict the
combination of local behaviors.

Finally, [41] presents a notation fornegative scenariosthat
uses trigger-like preconditions. However, the motivation, as
stated in that paper, is primarily “to provide a language for
documenting rejected implied scenarios and eliciting further
implied scenarios,” and unlike our work, is for determining
whether certain system behaviors, not present in a scenario
specification, may appear in possible implementations.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We have presented Triggered Message Sequence Charts
(TMSCs) as a flexible formal basis for scenario-based require-
ments modeling. TMSCs introduce notions of conditionality
and partiality through simple syntactic extensions to MSCs.
The language also offers a suite of operators to structure
requirements specifications. The semantics is defined by trans-
lating TMSC expressions to acceptance trees, which yields a
precise notion of refinement. A useful feature of the TMSC
semantics is that it is compositional; a TMSC expression may
thus be refined by refining its sub-expressions.

TMSCs naturally support two different styles of require-
ments modeling. In the first, a coarse base specification of
the overall system is initially developed by gluing sub-system
models; this is then refined by adding conditional scenario con-
straints to eliminate undesirable execution sequences. Inthe
second, partial scenarios are used in support of an incremental
style of requirements specification, in which features are
incrementally elaborated on in a requirements specification.

The TMSC framework offers a number of possibilities
for future research. For example, it would be interesting to
investigate how our notion of refinement may be used to
extract specifications for the individual instances from a TMSC
expression. Another natural extension of our work would
be to generate test suites from a TMSC specification that
may be used to check its proposed refinements. It would
be especially useful if these tests could be derived in a
compositional manner. Another avenue for research involves
the adaptation of other operators from process algebra to
the MSC / TMSC setting. In particular, process algebras
typically include ahiding operator that permits the hiding
of implementation details. Introducing a hiding operator into
the TMSC theory, for example would allow more flexibility
in determining refinement relationships among TMSC expres-
sions, since “extraneous” elements (such as “local instances”,
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“unobservable actions”, etc.) could be hidden. Finally, the
semantic framework presented here is highly suited for the
study of heterogeneous specifications, where scenario-based
TMSC specifications may be seamlessly integrated with other
modeling notations that may be given a similar semantics.
While we investigate such a heterogeneous framework for
TMSCs and state-machines in [14], it would be interesting to
study how to extend the framework to cater to other notations
as well.
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